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Abstract 
 
The Georgia Institute of Technology has developed several design concepts of tokamak based 
fusion-fission hybrids for the incineration of the transuranic elements of spent nuclear fuel 
from Light-Water-Reactors. The present paper presents a model of a mirror hybrid. 
Concerning its main operation parameters it is in several aspects analogous to the first 
tokamak based version of a “fusion transmutation of waste reactor”. It was designed for a 
criticality keff<0.95 in normal operation state. Results of neutron transport calculations carried 
out with the MCNP5 code and with the JEFF-3.1 nuclear data library show that the hybrid 
generates a fission power of 3 GWth requiring a fusion power between 35 and 75 MW, has a 
tritium breeding ratio per cycle of TBRcycle=1.9 and a first wall lifetime of 12-16 cycles of 311 
effective full power days. Its total energy amplification factor was roughly estimated at 2.1. 
Special calculations showed that the blanket remains in a deep subcritical state in case of 
accidents causing partial or total voiding of the lead-bismuth eutectic coolant. Aiming at the 
reduction of the required fusion power, a near-term hybrid option was identified which is 
operated at higher criticality keff<0.97 and produces less fission power of 1.5 GWth. Its main 
performance parameters turn out substantially better. 
 
Keywords: fusion-fission hybrid, mirror, spent nuclear fuel, power generation, MCNP5 
calculations, JEFF-3.1 data library. 
 



 
1. Introduction 
 

Already in the eighties various concepts of fusion-fission hybrids have been intensively 
studied by the fusion community. Following proposals of Bethe (1979), these studies aimed at 
two objectives:  

‒ To gain energy more efficiently than by means of a fusion reactor alone. 
‒ To breed additionally new fissile material either U-233 from Th-232 or Pu-239 

from U-238. 
A revival of hybrid research activities started in the middle of the nineties after Bowman et al. 
(1992) proposed to use so-called accelerator driven subcritical systems (ADS) for the 
incineration of nuclear waste from fission reactors and Rubbia (1994) proposed an ADS as 
energy amplifier with great potential for reducing nuclear waste. Since then, newly developed 
concepts of fusion-fission hybrids include the objective of reducing the nuclear waste of 
fission reactors too.  

Two different design concepts are pursued. One is based on the molten salt reactor 
technology which already has been tested in an 8 MWth reactor that was constructed at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory and ran from 1965 to 1969. These concepts use the molten salt 
Flibe (Li2BeF4) as both coolant and fuel carrier (Cheng and Cherbone, 1996; Ridikas et al., 
2006; Plukiene et al., 2006; Übeyli, 2008). With this option it could be possible to remove 
fission products and to refuel online so that the capability of neutron multiplication by the 
blanket can be held constant and hence, the required fusion power Pfus would be less. The 
other line of concepts proposes solid fuel together with liquid metal or gas cooling (Stacey et 
al., 2002, 2006, 2008; Hoffman and Stacey, 2002; Mauer et al., 2004). Especially this line was 
advanced at Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech) by developing tokamak hybrids. 
By basing the concept of the neutron source on the existing tokamak physics and fusion 
technology databases and by basing the concept of the blanket on the nuclear and processing 
technology that is being developed in the US “Accelerator Transmutation of Waste” program 
a fusion transmutation of waste reactor (FTWR) has been designed which could become 
realistic after ITER.  

Georgia Tech developed several types of tokamak based hybrids in deep technical detail. 
The first version uses Li17Pb83 eutectic as coolant and spent nuclear fuel from Light-Water-
Reactors (LWR´s) (Stacey et al., 2002). It produces a fission power Pfis of 3 GWth and fulfills 
self-sufficiency in both electricity and tritium. With an improved modification using 
superconducting magnets the energy efficiency could be increased even to Qe=4.9 (Mauer et 
al., 2004). Transmutation calculations showed that such a FTWR would reduce the high-level 
waste to be stored of three LWR´s generating 3 GWth each by more than 99%. In order to 
reach this, repeated reprocessing and recycling of the transuranic (TRU) fuel are necessary. 

Compared to tokamaks, the geometry of mirror plasma devices is essentially simpler 
which will result in much easier access and manufacturing and therefore, promises substantial 
cost savings. Moreover, the operation of mirrors is naturally steady whereas this problem has 
still to be solved for tokamaks. On the other hand, their plasma confinement is considerably 
worse. Thus, the question arises whether a mirror could serve as neutron source for a power 
hybrid or not and how it would compare to a tokamak hybrid. Early studies of this objective 
were made by Taczanowski et al. (1998). Recently, Noack et al. (2007, 2008) studied a 
possible use of the GDT based fusion neutron source as driver of a minor actinide burner and 
Moiseenko et al. (2010) considered a stellarator-mirror based fusion-fission hybrid. 

This article presents a rough scientific design concept of a mirror driven hybrid composed 
of axisymmetric homogeneous material zones. As well as in the case of the FTWR, its 
purpose is the incineration of transuranium isotopes. Of course, the mirror hybrid could also 
be designed for breeding fissile isotopes for fission reactors by adding fertile isotopes to its 



fuel however this option is not addressed in this work. The derived model contains the main 
neutronic components but does not yet include the shielding of the magnet system. A “straight 
field line mirror” (SFLM, Ågren and Savenko, 2005) has been proposed as a driver by Ågren 
et al. (2010). A preliminary theoretical design of its superconducting magnet system has been 
devised by Hagnestål et al. (2010).  

To maintain analogy to the FTWR as far as possible the following demands were initially 
put to the model: 

‒ The fission blanket (core) should use solid fuel consisting of transuranic isotopes 
from spent nuclear fuel without added fertile isotopes. 

‒ The core should contain no neutron absorbers, i.e. no control rods and no burning 
absorbers. 

‒ The criticality of the blanket should be limited to keff<0.95 during normal 
operation.  

‒ The tritium breeding and the power production should fulfill at least self-
sufficiency. 

‒ The subcriticality of the blanket should be guaranteed in accidents resulting in 
partial or full voiding of the coolant and in cases of substantial fuel temperature 
changes. 

Concerning the nuclear safety of the blanket, the present study is restricted such as specified 
in the last item. Severe accidents in course of which melt-down of the core and of the other 
blanket structure could occur are not yet covered by the present study. Taczanowski et al. 
(1998) pointed out that the hollow geometry of fusion-fission hybrids poses a special risk that 
such accidents could result in supercriticality keff>1.0. They identified a certain collapsed 
configuration of a mirror hybrid as the “worst case” and calculated a criticality increase of 
keff=0.03 for a normal state of keff=0.94. For the present design of a mirror hybrid, possible 
severe accident scenarios and counteractions to prevent the inadmissible consequence of 
supercriticality must still be examined. 

In addition, the following conditions given by the fusion driver should be taken into 
account: 

‒ The length of the neutron producing D-T plasma should be 25 m where the axial 
distribution of the neutron emission density is predefined. 

‒ The diameter of the vacuum chamber should not be less than 1.80 m. 
The neutron transport calculations were carried out by means of the Monte Carlo code 

MCNP5 (X-5 Team, 2005). The nuclear data were taken from the library JEFF-3.1 released 
by the OECD NEA Data Bank (OECD NEA, 2006). This library contains data files for a set 
of discrete temperatures so that appropriate temperatures could be assigned to the materials.  

In section 2., the geometry of the system is described, the selected materials and their 
assigned temperatures are given and the model of the neutron source is illustrated. Like in 
case of the FTWR, the metallic fuel is of dispersion type. The actual fuel particles are 
zirconium alloy containing TRU-elements of the same isotopic composition as the 
“transmuter feed composition” specified for the FTWR. The particles are embedded in a 
zirconium matrix. In contrast to the FTWR, for the mass ratio of the alloy to the matrix the 
same value as adopted for the project HYPER was selected. HYPER is an accelerator driven 
system (ADS) for transmutation of nuclear waste and energy production (Park et al., 2003). 

An essential difference to the FTWR is that the fission blanket is not cooled with 
Li17Pb83-eutectic but with Pb-Bi eutectic (LBE). This change was made in order to obtain a 
better neutron economy within the core which makes possible to reduce the fuel inventory. 
Moreover, positive reactivity effects caused by loss or boiling of the coolant could thereby be 
reduced. On the other hand, the Li17Pb83 is used in the radial reflector for both cooling and 
tritium breeding.  



Section 3. presents the main results of the MCNP-calculations. At first, the thicknesses of 
the buffer, the fission blanket (core) and the core expansion zone are determined so that the 
static reactor eigenvalue keff (Bell and Glasstone, 1970), which is also called criticality, is very 
close to the same value supposed for the FTWR: keff=0.95. This nominal value of criticality 
represents its maximum which is assumed at the beginning of an operation cycle. Really, this 
value must be derived from an in-depth safety analysis of the whole system involving neutron 
source as well as all components of the blanket. In order to obtain information on the maximal 
range over which the criticality of the blanket could vary in course of loss-of-coolant 
accidents and in accidents resulting in local coolant boiling, calculations were carried out for 
special model configurations. The main figures characterizing the normal operation state of 
the hybrid are derived from results obtained from calculations with fusion neutron source and 
with the system in the state at the beginning of an operation cycle when the core is loaded 
with the original isotopic composition and hence, the criticality is very close to keff=0.95. In 
view of a possible increase of the nominal criticality up to keff=0.97, several results are 
assessed or approximately extrapolated to this case. 

In section 4., the most important parameters of power hybrid options generating fission 
powers of 3 GWth or 1.5 GWth, respectively, for both nominal criticalities keff=0.95 and 
keff=0.97 are derived. To this end, the length of their operation cycles was firstly fixed to 311 
effective full power days which is just half of the FTWR-cycle. The associated criticality 
drops are interpolated in burn-up data which are quoted for the FTWR.  
 
2. Calculation model of the blanket 
 
2.1. Geometry, materials and temperatures 
 
2.1.1. Geometry 

The blanket model developed has a two-dimensional (2d) cylindrical geometry with a 
horizontal axis. Figure 1 shows its radial and axial structures.  

The vacuum chamber contains the D-T plasma which supplies the fusion neutron source. 
Its wall, the so-called first wall, suffers from high-energy neutron load and from heat load 
produced mainly by the plasma. In contrast to pure fusion devices, in case of a fusion-fission 
hybrid the neutron load, which deteriorates the wall material, results from fusion as well as 
from fission neutrons. In order to get a longer lifetime of the first wall, its damage rate must 
be held low. Therefore, the chamber radius should be large. On the other hand, its radius 
should be small to get a minimal inventory of fission fuel for economic reasons. Considering 
both opposed tendencies, the inner radius of the vacuum chamber was fixed to 90 cm. For the 
first wall a thickness of 3 cm was chosen. 

In order to protect the first wall against the high-energy fission neutrons, a buffer has been 
introduced between the chamber wall and the fission blanket. Based on calculation results, its 
thickness was finally put to 15 cm (see subsection 3.1.).  

The fission blanket is surrounded by the core expansion zone which is subsequently also 
called “expansion zone”. Its thickness was put to 15 cm (see subsection 3.1.). The first wall, 
the buffer, the core, the expansion zone and both axial reflectors should be cooled by a 
common LBE-loop.  

In the neutronic model presented in this article, a 50 cm thick radial reflector is the 
outermost material zone.  

With fixed materials for all zones, which will be discussed in next subsection, the 
thickness of the core was determined from results of criticality calculations (see subsection 
3.2.). Finally, a thickness of 21.3 cm was chosen since the associated effective multiplication 
factor keff was closest to the predefined value of 0.95 for this thickness.  
 



2.1.2. Materials and temperatures 
The first wall is made of HT-9 steel with a mass density of 7.7 g/cm3. Its isotopic 

composition was taken from the ORNL Fusion materials data bank (ORNL, 1999) and its 
temperature was put to 600 K. 

The LBE was modeled as a mixture of 44.5 wt% lead and 55.5 wt% bismuth with the 
mass density of 10.17 g/cm3 (OECD NEA, 2007). Its temperature was put to 700 K which 
corresponds to the specified density. 

The fission blanket was modeled as a homogenized mixture of fuel, structure/cladding and 
coolant. HT-9 and LBE were used as structure/cladding and coolant materials, respectively. 
An important difference to the FTWR is the use of LBE as coolant medium instead of the 
Li17Pb83-eutectic. In this way, a smaller TRU-inventory and reduced coolant temperature 
density and void effects can be expected. Both effects are relevant concerning the nuclear 
safety of the blanket.  

Like in case of the FTWR, the fuel is of dispersion type. The actual fuel material is the 
zirconium alloy (TRU-10Zr) which consists of the transuranic elements with 10 wt% of 
zirconium. The alloy has a mass density of 18.37 g/cm3. The isotopic composition of the TRU 
is the same as assumed for the FTWR as “transmuter feed actinide composition” given by 
Stacey et al. (2002). The isotopic fractions in wt% are: U-235 – 0.0039, U-236 – 0.0018, U-
238 – 0.4234, Np-237 – 4.313, Pu-239 – 53.901, Pu-240 – 21.231, Pu-241 – 3.870, Pu-242 – 
4.677, Am-241 – 9.184, Am-242m – 0.0067, Am-243 – 1.021, Cm-243 – 0.0018, Cm-244 – 
0.1158, Cm-245 – 0.0125, Cm-246 – 0.0010. The authors have assumed this composition to 
be representative of the material they would expect the FTWR to receive from a fleet of light 
water reactors. The very low fractions of the uranium isotopes result from the uranium 
extraction process for which an efficiency of 99.995% has been assumed. So, the fuel is 
practically free of fertile isotopes.  

The alloy particles are dispersed in a zirconium matrix. The fuel slug material was then 
composed of 45 wt% (TRU-10Zr) and 55 wt% Zr as adopted for the HYPER-project. In order 
to take into account a possible gap between the fuel slug and the cladding a smear factor of 
85% was applied for the slug material. Finally, the following volume fractions were used for 
the homogenized fission blanket: fuel slug material – 0.14, structure/cladding – 0.103, coolant 
– 0.695. Hence, the TRU-mass density in the homogenized blanket material amounts to 
0.5236 g/cm3. The cross-sections of the materials were taken for the following temperatures: 
TRU – 900 K, structure/cladding – 800 K, LBE – 700 K. 

The material which has been used for the reflector in the NEA-benchmark for ADS was 
chosen for the axial reflectors: a homogeneous mixture of HT-9 steel and LBE-coolant with 
the volume fractions 70% and 30%, respectively. The isotope concentrations were taken from 
(OECD NEA, 2001). The LBE mass density in the composition is 10.17 g/cm3 which is in 
correspondence with the temperature of 700 K assigned to the material.  

The radial reflector was made of the same material as the axial reflectors however, the 
eutectic Li17Pb83 with 20% enriched Li-6 substituted the LBE-coolant. This change was 
made for breeding tritium. The temperature of the mixture was set to 600 K. The isotopic 
concentrations of Li17Pb83 and the density of 9.66 g/cm3 were calculated on the base of data 
given in (Fusion Network, 2010).  
 
2.2. D-T Fusion neutron source 
 

In the calculations, a simplified model of a D-T fusion neutron source was used. The 
emission density was distributed within a cylindrical volume of radius 10 cm and with a 
length of 25 m. Its radial distribution was assumed as uniform. The axial dependency of the 
source intensity was modeled as representative for a mirror plasma device with sloshing ions 
density peaks. High-energy sloshing ions could be produced by ion cyclotron resonance 



heating (Ågren et al., 2010). Figure 2 shows the assumed distribution function which is 
symmetrical in z. At a selected source point, the fusion neutrons were emitted with a fixed 
kinetic energy of 14.1 MeV in a flight direction which was isotropically selected. 
 
3. Calculation results and discussion 
 
3.1. Thickness of the buffer 
 

The first series of calculations with the fusion neutron source was devoted to a blanket 
design without a buffer between the first wall and the core. The results showed that this 
configuration would result in a first wall lifetime clearly shorter than that specified for the 
FTWR. The calculation results revealed that the biggest portion of the material damage was 
caused by the fission neutrons produced in the core and not by the fusion source neutrons. 
Therefore, the effect of introducing a neutron buffer was studied. In analogy to the design of 
the NEA-benchmark ADS, the LBE-coolant of the core was chosen as material. This idea was 
supported by the known fact that the lead-bismuth eutectic is a good neutron multiplier for 
fusion neutrons due to its high rate of n,2n-reactions (Noack et al., 2008). So, by means of 
calculations an optimal thickness of the buffer should be determined which, on the one hand, 
sufficiently shields the first wall against the fission neutrons and, on the other hand, delivers a 
neutron influx into the core which produces a maximal fission rate. 

The buffer thickness was approximately determined as follows. At first, the dependency of 
the neutron multiplication on the buffer thickness was studied with the help of a one-
dimensional model of the blanket. For these calculations the core thickness was kept constant 
equal to 20.5 cm. This value has been determined to give a keff close to 0.95 for the case 
without buffer.  

A negative effect of a LBE-buffer on the neutron multiplication by the core could be that 
the moderation of the fusion neutrons leads to a reduction of their probability to initiate a 
fission reaction. To be able to consider this effect an energy dependent “importance function” 


g  

has been calculated on the inner core surface which then was used as a weighting function 

for the neutron influx into the core. In the calculation of the importance function for an energy 
group g, neutrons were started on this surface with outward flight directions which were 
selected linearly anisotropic according to p(), where  is the cosine between the flight 
direction and the surface normal vectors, and with a kinetic energy En equally distributed 
within the energy interval g. As importance 

g  
of all simulated neutrons started in group g 

the number of secondary fission neutrons produced in the fission cascade initiated by the 
source neutron was scored. The result is shown in Fig. 3. One can see that the high-energy 
neutrons with En > 6.5 MeV are essentially more advantageous for the production of fission 
neutrons than strongly moderated source neutrons. 

After this, 1d transport simulations were carried out with the geometry model comprising 
the fusion source in the vacuum chamber, the first wall and the buffer with varying thickness. 
The neutron current leaking through the outer surface of the buffer was calculated with three 
weighting options – with the importance function 

g , 1 and En. Both last variants represent the 

energy integrated neutron current and the average energy nE  of neutrons entering the core, 

respectively. The dependencies of these three quantities on the buffer thickness are shown in 
Fig. 4. The diagram illustrates the following tendencies: 

 The neutron current flowing into the core increases up to the buffer thickness of 25 
cm. 



 However, at the same time the mean energy of neutrons leaving the buffer 
decreases considerably indicating the stronger spectrum softening with increasing 
buffer thickness. 

 As sum of both tendencies, the importance weighted neutron current shows a 
slightly reducing ability of a source neutron to creating fission neutrons. 

This result makes clear that the buffer thickness should be chosen in such a way that it 
sufficiently shields the first wall against the fission neutrons produced in the core. From this 
point of view, the buffer thickness was put to 15 cm which finally leads to a neutron load of 
the first wall comparable with that of the FTWR (see subsection 4.2.). 
 
3.2. Thicknesses of the expansion zone and of the core 
 

From the results of some trial criticality calculations an approximate value of the core 
thickness was derived. After this, calculations with special 1d-geometry models were carried 
out to approximately examining the impact of the expansion zone thickness on the tritium 
breeding rate within the 50 cm thick radial reflector. The geometry comprised only the 
expansion zone and the radial reflector as material zones. The core and the other inner zones 
were filled with perfect neutron absorber. In these calculations, neutrons were started at a 
point on the inner surface of the expansion zone in outward directions which were linearly 
anisotropic selected (quite analog as in subsection 3.1.) and with energies randomly selected 
according to a core averaged flux spectrum which has been estimated in a test calculation with 
fusion source for a system with the approximate core thickness, with the 50 cm thick radial 
reflector and with a guessed thickness of 5 cm for the expansion zone. The results of three 
quantities (tallies per started neutron) are represented in Fig. 5. The statistical errors are far 
below 1%. 

The decisive quantity is the tritium production rate. The diagram shows that it moderately 
drops with increasing expansion zone thickness, though the current of the neutrons flowing 
for the first time into the radial reflector decreases essentially steeper. The reason for this is 
the stronger energy moderation of these neutrons with growing zone thickness as indicated by 
their mean energy. Due to the fact that the cross-section of the n,T-reaction at Li-6 increases 
with falling neutron energy, the reduction of the neutron inflow in the radial reflector is partly 
compensated.  

The positive effect of the expansion zone is twofold: 
 Having free space available for loading the core with more fuel if necessary and 

for installing absorbers or special irradiation assemblies. 
 The expansion zone filled with LBE also acts as outer reflector of the core. 

Therefore, in case of falling coolant level, at first this reflector is partly removed 
producing a drop of the capability of the system to multiply neutrons. Concerning 
reactor safety, this is a positive effect (see subsection 3.3.). 

On the other hand, the zone thickness should not be chosen too large since this gives an 
unnecessary increase of volume and mass of the radial reflector. Considering the different 
effects, the conclusion was drawn that 15 cm should be a suitable thickness of the expansion 
zone. 

After fixing the thicknesses of the buffer and the expansion zone, criticality calculations 
with the 2d geometry model were carried out to find the core thickness giving an effective 
multiplication factor very close to 0.95. Finally, its thickness was put to 21.3 cm which gave 
keff=0.95017  0.000251 for the operation state outlined in subsection 2.1. With this thickness 
follows a core volume of 39.7 m3 containing 20.8 tonnes of TRU-isotopes. Calculation results 

                                            
1 The errors given for calculated values of keff are the standard deviations. 
 



presented below are not downscaled but are assumed to be valid for the case with the exact 
value keff=0.95.  
 
3.3. Criticality analysis of coolant void effects 
 

In fission reactors with fast neutron fields the loss of the coolant in core regions can result 
in an increase of the criticality. This could occur in succession of a break in the coolant loop 
or of local blocking of the coolant flow through the core. Hence, one has to know which 
maximal value the criticality could reach in such accidents. For this reason, two series of 
criticality calculations were carried out for several hypothetically assumed states of the 
present hybrid model loaded with fresh fuel. The first calculations were carried out for several 
coolant levels. In the voided core regions, the cross-section sets which are given for 1800 K in 
Jeff-3.1 were used for the TRU- and Zr-isotopes of the fuel. The same temperature was 
assumed in the calculation of the Doppler-effect the result of which is presented in the 
following subsection. This measure implicates that the calculated criticality effects contain the 
void effect as well as the Doppler-effect. However, it turned out that the latter is negligibly 
small. The results of the calculations for different coolant levels are shown in Fig. 6 as 
criticality effects relative to the operation state. The standard deviations are 4·10-04 or less. 
The x-coordinate indicates the coolant levels on the vertical axis of the hybrid. The lowest 
level means just complete voiding of the LBE-loop. From this figure one can conclude that 
there is no indication of a positive effect. Evidently, this is due to the strong negative effect of 
voiding the expansion zone and the buffer which leave the core unreflected. 

In the other series of calculations several configurations were calculated which could be 
hypothetically assumed to appear in consequence of local coolant boiling. For this purpose, in 
several co-axial cylindrical rings the LBE-coolant was removed and the fuel temperature 
increased as described above. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 7. The diagram 
illustrates a fact which is well known from liquid-metal cooled fast reactors, namely that 
coolant voiding in central parts of the core produces a positive reactivity effect. It is caused by 
the hardening of the neutron spectrum which yields a bigger ratio of fission neutron 
production rate to neutron absorption rate. With larger extension of the voided area an 
opposite effect starts to work – the loss of a neutron-reflecting outer core region which adds a 
negative contribution to the total effect. Therefore, the largest effect appears in case 3 and not 
for the complete voiding. The calculation results show that any local boiling will indeed result 
in a positive reactivity effect. However, it remains limited to low tolerable values – an effect 
of larger than 0.02 seems to be very unlikely. Obviously, this limitation of the reactivity effect 
is due to the thin radial extension of the core. The favorable fact that the blanket remains in 
deep sub-criticality even in case of maximal criticality increase should be especially pointed 
out. Moreover, this fact suggests that an increase of the nominal criticality up to keff=0.97 
could be possible without noticeable loss of reactor safety. 
 
3.4. Reactivity temperature coefficients 

 
Concerning reactor safety of the blanket not only hypothetical states as considered in the 

previous subsection are of importance but also temperature effects which cause changes of the 
criticality. So, excursions of the fission power Pfis could lead to temperature increases which 
then could result in partial disintegration of fuel rods. For the present hybrid one can expect 
two main components of the total temperature effect: 

 The so-called Doppler-effect which is the response of the criticality to changes of 
the fuel temperature. 

 The coolant temperature effect which acts via the coolant density. 



It is known that the Doppler-effect is very small for fuel compositions which are free of 
fertile isotopes. Since the nuclear effect grows with increasing temperature, a criticality 
calculation was carried out where we used for the TRU- and Zr-isotopes of the fuel the cross-
section sets for the highest temperature of 1800 K available in the library JEFF-3.1. One can 
expect that the bigger effect can be calculated with higher statistical precision. In this way, the 
result keff=-0.00090  0.00034 relative to the nominal operation state was obtained. As 
expected, concerning reactor safety the effect is favorable, i.e. negative, and its magnitude is 
small a fact which is due to the very small amount of U-238 in the fuel. Generally, in reactor 
dynamic calculations so-called reactivity temperature coefficients are used. The reactivity  
of a fission system relates to its criticality according to: 
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The reactivity temperature coefficient is CT=/T. Assuming linear dependency (T) one can 
approximately calculate the reactivity coefficient from the criticalities in two states with 
temperatures T1 and T2 according to: 
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In this way, one obtains CT,Doppler -1.1·10-06/K  30%. The absolute value is one order of 
magnitude bigger than calculated for the FTWR (Hoffman and Stacey, 2002). The reason for 
this could consist in the fact that the fuel of the FTWR has a higher TRU to Zr ratio which 
produces a harder neutron flux spectrum and so reduces the Doppler-effect. In order to achiev 
a higher statistical precision, attempts were also made to calculate the Doppler-effect by 
means of the differential perturbation method offered by MCNP5. However, a calculation 
regime, which delivered reasonable results with acceptable precision, could not be 
established. 

By means of the perturbation option two results of the coolant temperature density effect 
(CTD) were derived. This effect consists in a reactivity change due to the density variation of 
the LBE-coolant caused by a variation of its temperature. Assuming an increase of the LBE-
temperature from 700 to 1000 K its density decreases from 10.17 to 9.78 g/cm3. The total 
effect was split in two components: density variation within the core only and density 
variation in the buffer as well as in the expansion zone. The associated temperature 
coefficients CT,CTD (1/K) were derived from the calculated reactivity effects: 

 Core 4.27·10-05   3.3·10-07 
 Buffer and expansion zone           -8.99·10-06   6.3·10-07  
 Total effect 3.37·10-05     7.2·10-07 

The results qualitatively harmonize with those obtained for the corresponding void effects. 
However, the coefficient of the total effect is substantially bigger than the value quoted for the 
FTWR (Hoffman and Stacey, 2002). The impacts of the calculated coefficients on the 
dynamical behavior of a power hybrid have still to be studied. 
 
3.5. Results of calculations with the fusion neutron source 
 
3.5.1. Specific integral parameters 

Integral parameters which are important for the fusion-fission hybrid as a whole were 
either derived from data given in the list of certain events that occurred during the neutron 



transport, which is delivered by default with the output of a MCNP-run, or estimated as 
regular tallies. The results are given in Table 1. 

By means of calculated primary data and of the effective multiplication factor keff further 
secondary parameters can be derived. The quantity: 
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represents the fission neutron multiplication factor per fission source neutron in the 
framework of the static reactor eigenvalue equation. Equations (1) and (3) give the 
relationship Meff=-1/. For the designed hybrid it follows Meff=19. The ADS-community 
introduced the so called φ*-parameter as ratio between both neutron multiplication factors:  
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It characterizes the relation between external neutron source and fission blanket (Gandini and 
Salvatores, 2002). In the present case one obtains φ*=1.244.  

Of big practical importance is the amplification ratio of the power Pfus delivered from the 
fusion driver to the total power released in the whole blanket Ptot. Because of exothermic 
neutron reactions other than fission, the power Ptot is generally a few percents bigger than the 
fission power Pfis. Considering that one source neutron is connected with the energy release of 
Efus=17.6 MeV from the fusion reaction one can define power amplification factors (PAF) by 
means of hfis and htot: 
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So, one obtains for the mirror hybrid PAFfis=86.0 and PAFtot=89.2. These amplification 
factors give the relationships:  
 

fustottotfusfisfis PPAFP,PPAFP  .          (6) 

 
The power amplification factor takes the decisive part concerning the power performance of 
the whole fusion-fission hybrid (see subsection 4.4.). 

It is necessary to point out to the following fact. All those parameters which are 
normalized “per fusion source neutron” contain the neutron multiplication by the cascade of 
fission reactions and therefore, they scale approximately in proportion to Meff. Hence, they 
vary with the burn-up during an operation cycle. So, the relationship: 
 

efffis MPAF  53.4          (7) 

 
is valid for the present mirror hybrid (Ågren et al., 2010). 

Of certain interest is the averaged neutron current per fusion source neutron consisting of 
those neutrons entering the core for the first time (see also subsection 3.1.). A special 
calculation gave the following results for the entrances through the different core surfaces: 

‒ Through the inner cylindrical core surface  1.37 
‒ Through both front faces     3.1·10-3 



‒ Through the outer cylindrical core surface  3.6·10-4 
The total current of 1.37 results from the n,2n-reactions which are initiated by the fusion 
neutrons especially in collisions with the nuclei of lead and bismuth. For the proposed concept 
SABR of a tokamak based fusion-fission hybrid with geometry similar to the FTWR the 
authors found out that 39% of the fusion source neutrons would reach the core (Stacey et al., 
2008). The difference between both figures points out the advantageous geometrical 
arrangement of the neutron source and the fission core in case of the mirror hybrid. 
 
3.5.2. Space dependency of the fission power generation 

By means of the FMESH-tally option axial and radial dependencies of several neutron 
flux integrals were estimated. The axial extension of the mesh cells was z=50 cm. In radial 
direction the core was divided in 7 equally thick cells. Figure 8 shows the axial dependencies 
of the fission energy deposition density (fission heating) per fusion source neutron within the 
inner and outer rings. In the diagram the cell averaged values per source fusion neutron are 
applied. The statistical errors are less than 1.6%. Figure 9 shows the fission heating density 
per fission source neutron obtained from the corresponding criticality calculation. Here, the 
statistical errors are less than 1%. 

Both figures make clear an important difference: in case of the hybrid the fission heating 
exhibits a flat plateau up to about z=850 cm whereas in case of the static reactor equation 
such a plateau does not appear. The source of fission neutrons is more strongly accumulated 
around the centre and continuously drops off in the directions of the front faces of the core. 
Evidently, the difference is the result of the axial structure of the fusion neutron source. 
Regarding the burn-up of fuel and its transmutation this characteristic of the designed hybrid 
is a favorable one. 

Figure 10 illustrates the radial dependencies of the fission heating in both cases. In order 
to obtain a common scaling for the diagram the heating of the fission neutrons was multiplied 
by Meff. One can see that both radial dependencies are quite similar and show only a weak 
decrease in outward direction. Evidently, this is a result of the narrow core and the good 
neutron reflection by the LBE of the buffer and the expansion zone. The radial flatness of the 
fission heating is also a favorable peculiarity of the present hybrid design. 
 
3.5.3. Neutron flux spectrum and microscopic fission rates 

Concerning burn-up and transmutation of the fuel not only the amplitude but also the 
spectrum of the neutron flux is of importance. The diagram of Fig. 11 shows the energy group 
fluxes (neutron flux integrated over energy intervals) per fusion source neutron (their sums 
were normalized to 1) averaged over three volumes – over the entire core, the inner ring and 
the outer  ring where both have a thickness of 5 cm. One can identify noticeable deviations 
only in the low energy range En < 1 keV and in the high-energy range En > 1 MeV although 
they are very small. Evidently, there are still some fusion neutrons in the inner ring but no in 
the outer one. Likewise, one can see a larger fraction of neutrons which are stronger 
moderated by the LBE-buffer. Altogether one can conclude that the neutron flux spectrum 
only very weakly varies within the core. It is mainly determined by its material composition 
and the impact from the outside remains negligibly small. Hence, one can expect that almost 
equal burn-up and transmutation characteristics are valid within the whole core volume. 

Concerning the incineration of long-lived fissionable fuel isotopes, fission is the ultimate 
nuclear reaction. Thus, it is of particular interest to know which fission rate the neutron 
spectrum of the core produces with the nuclei of a single isotope. The diagram of Fig. 12 
shows the calculated microscopic fission rates for isotopes contained in the fuel of the present 
hybrid. The represented quantity is the averaged number of fission reactions produced per 
fusion source neutron and per nucleus of the considered isotope. The statistical errors are 
around 1%. The diagram clearly shows that the well fissionable isotopes like U-235, Pu-239, 



Pu-241, Am-242m, Cm-243 and Cm-242 have the highest fission rates, whereas the hardly 
fissionable isotopes give fission rates which are about one order of magnitude less. In a harder 
neutron spectrum the latter isotopes would give higher fission rates. 

By means of these calculation results and of the fractions of delayed fission neutrons for 
each isotope one obtains for the composition of the spent fuel an averaged effective delayed 
neutron fraction of βeff=0.0025. This parameter is of great importance concerning the nuclear 
safety of the blanket. 
 
3.5.4. Neutron load of the first wall 

A serious technological problem of fusion power reactor concepts which has to be solved 
is the deterioration of the first wall caused by the high-energy neutron irradiation. In this case 
the main contribution comes from the fusion source neutrons striking directly the wall. 
Depending on the design, the situation can be another in case of fusion-fission hybrids. Here, 
the neutron load resulting from the fission neutrons produced in the core must be considered 
too. It was already explained in subsection 3.1., that just for better shielding against the fission 
neutrons a buffer with a thickness of 15 cm filled with LBE had to be introduced between the 
first wall and the core. In the following, the neutron load of the first wall will be analyzed and 
in section 4., the obtained results will be transferred to hybrid options operating with nominal 
criticalities keff<0.95 or keff<0.97 and generating thermal fission powers of 3 GWth or 1.5 
GWth. 

Usually, the neutron load of fusion devices is characterized by two parameters. These are:  
‒ The 14 MeV neutron wall load (MW/m2).  
‒ The radiation damage of the first wall material measured in DPA (displacements 

per atom). 
In the range of the neutron source, the contribution of neutrons to the surface heat load of the 
first wall is unsubstantial (see subsection 4.2.). 

At first, both quantities were calculated for the idealized case of irradiation of the first wall 
by the fusion source neutrons alone, i.e. all other material zones of the model were removed. 
To really find the maximum of the DPA-rate in the calculations, the wall was divided into two 
rings of equal thickness 1.5 cm. Figure 13 shows both the calculated energy current 
transported by fusion source neutrons through the axial intervals of the inner wall surface 
which was estimated using the *F1-tally of MCNP5 and the cell averaged DPA-rates in the 
outer ring of the wall. The statistical errors are far below 1%. Both profiles reflect a little bit 
smeared the profile of the source distribution (see subsection 2.2.). The total energy current is 
13.88 MeV per source neutron. The difference to the source energy of 14.1 MeV is lost 
through the front ends of the vacuum chamber. This small amount of the direct loss of fusion 
neutrons is a consequence of the long stretched geometry of the blanket with relatively tight 
holes at the ends. The DPA-rates in the inner wall ring turn out to be about 30% larger than 
those in the outer ring. However, further below it will become clear that the maximum of the 
total DPA-rate appears in the outer ring. 

By means of further calculations with certain geometry models the DPA-rates produced in 
the cells of the outer wall ring were finally split up in accordance with following sets of 
neutrons: 

‒ Fusion neutrons coming directly from the source. 
‒ Fusion neutrons which were backscattered by buffer and/or axial reflector. 
‒ Fission neutrons produced in the core. 

Figure 14 shows the calculation results per fusion source neutron. The statistical errors are 
less than 2%. One can see that the fission neutrons give the by far biggest contribution. This is 
the reason why the maximal DPA-rate appears in the outer ring of the first wall. Here, it 
should be pointed out that the relations shown in the diagram are valid for the defined state of 



the system. In a power hybrid they will change with the burn-up of the fuel (see subsection 
4.2.). 
 
 
4. Extrapolations to power hybrids 
 
4.1. Cycle length and the required fusion powers 
 

The first version of the FTWR has been proposed with a fission power output of 3 GWth. 
In order to let the designed mirror hybrid generate the same amount of fission power, the 
required fusion power can be calculated with the help of the power amplification factor PAFfis 
specified in subsection 3.5.1. However, the obtained value of fusion power is valid only in the 
state when the fuel is of original composition, i.e. if keff=0.95 at the beginning of an operation 
cycle (BOC). In case of a power hybrid, the burn-up of the fuel results in a drop of its 
criticality keff which reduces its power amplification factor in accordance with Eqs. (3) and 
(7). Hence, in order to keep the fission power output constant the power of the fusion neutron 
source must be continuously increased up to the end of the cycle (EOC). This fusion power 
swing between BOC and EOC grows with the cycle length. Thus, to hold the fusion power 
minimal a shorter cycle length is advantageous. For this reason, the cycle lengths of all hybrid 
options considered in the following were fixed to 311 effective full power days (EFPD) which 
is just half of the FTWR-cycle. To be able to calculate the maximal fusion power required at 
EOC, one has to know the criticality of the blanket at this moment. Because own burn-up 
calculations were not yet carried out, the EOC-criticality was determined by linear 
interpolation between the burn-up data given for the FTWR which led to keff=0.90. This 
approach can be considered as an acceptable approximation since the actinide compositions of 
both fuels are identical at BOC. The power amplification factor PAFfis at EOC can now be 
calculated according to Eq. (7). The fusion powers obtained in this way for the mirror hybrid 
are given in Table 2. Because of its analogy to the FTWR, this option subsequently will be 
called “analog” mirror hybrid. 

In addition, in order to assess other options with respect to further reduction of the fusion 
power the consequences of two measures were considered. The numerical results are given in 
Table 2. 

 Reduction of the fission power output of the hybrid: this trivial way does not 
require any modifications of the blanket. As an example, the results of a hybrid 
generating 1.5 GWth are given. In the calculation of the fusion power at EOC it 
was considered that the burn-up rate of the fuel now is reduced by a factor two 
and correspondingly the criticality drop-off over an operation cycle too. 

 Increase of the nominal criticality at BOC to keff=0.97: calculation results show 
that for achieving this criticality with the same core composition its radial 
thickness must be extended about 1 cm only. The TRU-mass would then amount 
to 21.9 tonnes. Due to the higher neutron multiplication in the core, the power 
amplification factor at BOC would be PAFfis=146.4. The fusion power was 
approximately calculated by the same approach as used for the analog hybrid.  

 Both options superimposed: the required fusion power was also calculated for a 
hybrid operated with nominal criticality of keff=0.97 and generating 1.5 GWth. 

From today´s point of view, at least the option with reduced power output and increased 
nominal criticality seems to be achievable for mirror plasma devices in near future. Assuming 
for the plasma-Q defined by Qp=Pfus/Pheat a value of Qp= 0.15, which is assessed to be realistic 
for mirrors, it follows that a power Pheat of 70 to 130 MW has to be launched into the plasma. 
This should be realizable by ion cyclotron resonance heating. So, this version could be 
considered as a “near-term” option of a mirror driven hybrid. Its neutron load of the first wall 



and the tritium breeding ratio will be estimated in the subsequent subsections. Likewise, a 
rough estimate of its overall energy performance will be made. 

 
4.2. Heat load and the accumulated neutron load of the first wall 
 

Concerning the heat load of the first wall in the area of the confinement region, the analog 
hybrid identified in the previous subsection at the moment EOC represents the worst case. 
Taking Pfus from Table 2 and Qp=0.15 as before one obtains Pheat=494 MW, a figure which 
seems to be non-achievable. Nevertheless, supposing typical 5% radial losses then the 
maximal heat load of the first wall would result in 0.2 MW/m2 which is clearly below critical 
values. These are assumed to be substantially greater than 1 MW/m2. For the FTWR a value 
of 0.34 MW/m2 has been quoted. This fact makes clear that the plasma heat load does not 
represent any problem for the first wall in the range of the confinement region. In addition to 
the heat of about 25 MW supplied by the plasma, the power deposited from all types of 
neutrons was calculated to 5.1 MW only. Since the neutron energy is rather homogeneously 
deposited over the wall thickness, the neutron heating does not change the picture essentially.  

In mirror devices the problem of the deposition of the plasma heat concentrates on the 
plasma dumps installed in two tanks which are attached to the ends of the cylindrical vacuum 
chamber. Plane plasma dump plates with a radius of 4 meters or alternatively with smaller 
radius but with W-shaped surfaces would result in averaged heat loads of 5 MW/m2 and 1.3 
MW/m2 for the analog and the near-term mirror options, respectively. These values are clearly 
below the permissible limit of 10 MW/m2 which is assumed for the divertor of the ITER-
project. 

The DPA-rate produced in the first wall over the range of the confinement region varies 
during an operation cycle. The fraction of fission neutrons is proportional to the fission power 
of the hybrid and hence, it is steady-state. On the other hand, the fraction of the fusion 
neutrons grows with the rising fusion power. One can derive an approximate estimate of the 
DPA accumulated during an operation cycle. Considering the fusion powers given in Table 2 
for the analog hybrid, one obtains the macroscopic DPA-rate of the fission neutrons and the 
total rates from all neutrons at BOC and EOC which are shown in Fig. 15 from the calculation 
results presented in subsection 3.5.4. Regarding the steady contribution of the fission 
neutrons, it is assumed that the space-dependency of the fission source remains unchanged 
that calculated for the state BOC. Then, assuming a linear drop of keff between BOC and EOC 
and considering that the fusion source intensity S grows with 1/Meff one can calculate the 
accumulated number of DPA. The results are presented in Fig. 16.  

One can see that the maximum appears in the interval 750 < z (cm) < 900. At the 
maximum, the first wall accumulates 12.3 DPA during a 311 EFPD-cycle. This is close to the 
value quoted for the FTWR: 21 DPA during a 623 EFPD-cycle. Assuming that the HT-9 steel 
can withstand an accumulated DPA of about 150-200, as predicted for DEMO, the first wall 
of the analog hybrid would have a lifetime of 12-16 cycles. 

It is of interest to inspect the consequences of the same measures considered in the 
previous subsection on the driver power now on the maximal DPA per cycle. In the same way 
as for the analog hybrid before, one can calculate the DPA for the modified hybrid versions 
too where the data of Table 2 have to be used. The increase of the nominal criticality of the 
analog hybrid results in a decrease of the DPA but merely by about 7%. This is the 
consequence of the reduced fusion power. Because the DPA-fracture caused by fission 
neutrons is dominating, the reduction of the fission power is substantially more efficient. So, 
for the first wall of the near-term mirror hybrid both measures result in a maximal DPA-value 
per cycle of 5.7 only. Thus, its lifetime is considerably extended up to the range between 26 
and 35 cycles. 
 



4.3. Tritium reproduction 
 

An unconditional design objective of the present hybrid model was its tritium self-
sufficiency. It should be reached under the more complicated condition to use the radial 
reflector for tritium breeding and not the core itself. For the analog mirror hybrid at BOC a 
tritium breeding ratio of TBR=2.95 was calculated (see Table 1). Because the fusion neutron 
source intensity rises during the cycle, really the tritium balance per cycle must be considered. 
The amount of tritium produced is determined by the neutron field in the core, i.e. 
approximately by the fission power which is held steady-state. On the other hand, the tritium 
consumption grows with the fusion source intensity. The same approach as used in subsection 
4.2. for the calculation of the neutron wall load leads finally to the tritium breeding ratio per 
cycle TBRcycle=1.91. So, the tritium production essentially surmounts self-sufficiency and thus 
would make possible a reduction of the Li-6 enrichment.  

The tritium reproduction balances of the modified versions of the mirror hybrid can easily 
be estimated by analog extrapolations and assuming that the tritium production in the radial 
reflector is proportional to the fission power and does not depend on the fusion power. The 
obtained results show that both the increase of the nominal criticality and the decrease of the 
fission power rise the tritium breeding ratio per cycle: increasing the nominal criticality of the 
analog hybrid to keff=0.97 results in TBRcycle=2.65 and the additional power decrease for the 
near-term hybrid results in TBRcycle=3.60. In the latter case, the Li-6 enrichment could be 
substantially reduced. 
 
4.4. Total power performance 
 

The “engineering Q” Qe of a fusion-fission hybrid is defined as ratio of the gross electric 
power produced to the gross electric power inputted for operating the whole device (Stacey et 
al., 2002) and can be approximately expressed in our case by: 
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In this equation are: th – the thermal-to-electrical conversion efficiency assumed to be 0.4, 
icr – the electric efficiency of the ion cyclotron resonance heating assumed to be 0.7, Ppump – 
the sum of all coolant pumping powers, Pmagn – the power required for cooling the magnetic 
coils. For the main component of the produced power the fission power Pfis is approximately 
inserted instead of Ptot. The full dependency of Qe on the criticality of the hybrid is contained 
in the fission power amplification factor PAFfis according to Eqs. (3) and (7). 

The power amplification of the FTWR has been estimated to be merely Qe1. Later, the 
improved concept FTWR-SC has been devised. For this version Qe=4.9 has been quoted 
(Mauer et al., 2004).  

Analogously as for the neutron load and for the tritium breeding, the appropriate 
characteristic for the energetic performance of a cycle-wise operated hybrid is the ratio of the 
amounts of energy produced and consumed during a cycle: 
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In order to calculate this ratio one has to specify the power components Ppump and Pmagn. In 
this stage of design, these quantities were not yet analyzed. However, rough estimates can be 
made with the help of the data quoted for the FTWR and the FTWR-SC as follows. 
Superconducting magnets are foreseen for the present mirror hybrids (Hagnestål et al. 2010). 
In case of the FTWR-SC, the cooling power for the magnets proved to be negligibly small 
(Stacey, 2010). The same fact is supposed for the mirror hybrids. Moreover, it seems 
reasonable in a preliminary estimate to assume that the sum of pumping powers required for 
all coolant loops should be close to the value specified for the FTWR, Ppump=131 MWel. With 
both assumptions and with Qp=0.15 one can calculate both energy terms of Eq. (9). So, for the 
analog mirror hybrid one obtains 1.2cycle

eQ . Supposing for the near-term option that the 

pumping power amounts just to half of the FTWR-value because the produced power is only 
the half, then one obtains 1.3cycle

eQ . For the same case but with the improved value Qp=0.3 

even 5.4cycle
eQ follows. 

 
5. Summary and conclusions 
 

By means of neutron transport calculations a cylindrical model of a mirror fusion-fission 
hybrid was devised. The calculations were carried out with the Monte Carlo code MCNP5 and 
with nuclear data from the Evaluated Nuclear Data Library JEFF-3.1. According to the 
calculation results, the model fulfills all demands listed in Section 1. In more detail, the most 
important features can be summarized as follows: 

1) As opposed to the FTWR, the system has two coolant loops – an inner loop with 
lead-bismuth eutectic cooling the first wall and the core and an outer loop with the 
eutectic Li17Pb83 which cools the radial reflector. Even in this case, the tritium 
breeding in the outer loop turned out to be essentially higher than necessary for 
self-sufficiency. The transfer of the T-breeding in the radial reflector mainly results 
in two advantages for the core: 

‒ The absence of the Li-6 results in a better neutron economy. Thus, the 
dispersed fuel (TRU-10Zr)/Zr can be used just in the composition as 
planned for the HYPER-project. As consequence, the TRU-content of the 
fresh fuel loading was reduced to 20.8 tonnes. 

‒ Concerning nuclear safety, the use of LBE instead of Li17Pb83 in the core 
results in lowered reactivity gains in cases of coolant temperature rise or of 
local coolant boiling. In this way, power peaks caused by accidents or 
operation malfunctions remain lower. 

2) It turned out that the first wall should be shielded against the fission neutrons 
produced in the core to get a longer lifetime of the wall. For this purpose, the core 
was shifted outwardly and a buffer filled with LBE of the inner coolant loop was 
inserted between the core and the first wall. The radial thickness of the buffer was 
chosen to diminish the maximum neutron load at least close to the value specified 
for the FTWR. Assuming that the HT-9 steel can withstand 150 – 200 DPA as 
supposed for DEMO, the lifetime of the first wall would amount to 12 - 16 cycles 
of 311 EFPDs for the analog mirror hybrid. 

3) In addition, another zone filled with the LBE of the inner coolant loop was inserted 
between the core and the radial reflector. The reason for this was twofold: first, to 
leave free space for core expansion which could be necessary for core loadings 
with fuels of other TRU-composition and for installing absorbers or irradiation 
assemblies. Second, in case of an accident leading to loss of the coolant from the 
inner loop the voiding of this zone produces a strong drop of the criticality. Due to 



this fact, no increase of criticality was observed for different height levels of the 
LBE-coolant. 

4) From liquid metal cooled fast reactors it is known that strong criticality increases 
can appear in accident situations leading to local boiling of the coolant in internal 
regions of the core. Since the geometry of the present model is completely 
different from that of such a reactor, this result must not be transferred ad hoc to 
the mirror hybrid. Therefore, it was of great interest to obtain estimates for several 
selected states. In fact, voiding of the LBE-coolant in central core regions results in 
an increase of the criticality. However, the maximum increase of criticality that 
was found was clearly less than 2%. This result shows that such events leave the 
fission blanket in a deep subcritical state with high reliability. Moreover, this result 
suggests that an operation with a nominal criticality of keff=0.97 would also have a 
sufficient safety margin. 

5) For the power dynamics of the hybrid so-called reactivity temperature coefficients 
are of special importance. The coefficients of two main effects were calculated. As 
expected, the Doppler-coefficient of the fuel is negative and has a small absolute 
value: -1.1·10-06/K  30%. The coefficient of the LBE-coolant temperature density 
effect was calculated to 3.37·10-05/K  2%. The effects of these values on the 
dynamics of power transients still have to be studied in detail. 

6) Several specific integral parameters of the analog mirror hybrid were calculated for 
the nominal state at the beginning of a cycle. The neutron multiplication factor of a 
fusion neutron is 23.6. The neutron multiplication by fission reactions implies an 
amplification factor from fission to fusion power PAFfis=86.0 and the φ*-parameter 
of the hybrid amounts to 1.24. At this moment of operation, the tritium breeding 
ratio is 2.95. 

7) Because of the special axial dependency of the neutron emission density which is 
representative for a mirror with sloshing high-energy ions, the generated fission 
power density shows a rather flat profile up to the distance from the centre of about 
8.5 m. Quite similarly, its radial dependency turns out to be rather flat which is 
evidently caused by the small radial core thickness. Both features are favorable 
regarding power generation and incineration of TRU-isotopes. 

8) In order to obtain reduced fusion power requirements for the mirror, the length of 
an operation cycle was put to 311 full power days which corresponds to half of a 
FTWR-cycle. Burn-up calculations for the mirror hybrid have not yet been carried 
out. Referring to burn-up data given for the FTWR, one can estimate that this 
mirror hybrid analog to the FTWR reaches the criticality keff=0.90 at the end of a 
cycle. Then, considering the scaling of the power amplification factor according to 
Eq. (7) it can be shown that the steady generation of 3 GWth of fission power over 
the whole cycle requires the supply of fusion power in the range between ~35 and 
~75 MW. 

9) With respect to further reduction of the required fusion power, the consequences of 
increasing the nominal criticality to keff=0.97 and of decreasing the fission power to 
1.5 GWth on the main parameters were approximately estimated. From the results 
obtained a hybrid version was identified which could be considered as a near-term 
option. It requires a fusion power between 11 and 20 MW only. 

10) Compared to the analog mirror hybrid, the near-term option gives substantial 
improvements: the lifetime of the first wall is extended to 26 – 35 cycles and the 
cycle integrated tritium breeding ratio increased from 1.9 to 3.6. With the reference 
to data quoted for the FTWR and the FTWR-SC rough estimates of cycle related 
energy amplification factors Qe

cycle for the different mirror hybrids were made. So, 
for the analog mirror hybrid Qe

cycle=2.1 and for the near-term option Qe
cycle=3.1 



were obtained. These values point out a potential for electric power production 
even with a plasma-Q of Qp=0.15 only. Increasing this parameter to Qp=0.3 would 
actually result in Qe

cycle=4.5. However, one has to consider that both latter options 
are accompanied by the drawbacks of half of the rates of power production and 
TRU-incineration delivered by the analog mirror hybrid. 

11) In addition to the dependencies of keff on the burn-up, future burn-up calculations 
for the power hybrids should address the macroscopic burning and transmutation 
rates of the individual transuranium isotopes. For the FTWR these results are given 
in Ref. (Stacey et al., 2002). 
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Figure captions (revised) 

 
Fig. 1. Radial and axial structures of the mirror based fusion-fission hybrid model. 
 
Fig. 2. Axial dependency of the fusion neutron emission density. 
 
Fig. 3. Importance function of neutrons entering the core. The energy group structure is that 
of the fast reactor group data set of Ref. (Abagjan et al., 1981). 
 
Fig. 4. Differently weighted currents of neutrons entering the core. 
 
Fig. 5. Dependencies of certain quantities on the thickness of the expansion zone. 
 
Fig. 6. Criticality effects of different LBE-coolant levels. 
 
Fig. 7. Criticality effects of different cases of partial coolant voiding. 
Voided radial regions [cm]: 1 – [115,122], 2 – [113,124], 3 – [111,126], 
4 – entire core, 5 – buffer, core and expansion zone. 
 
Fig. 8. Axial dependency of the fission heating per fusion source neutron. 
 
Fig. 9. Axial dependency of the fission heating per fission source neutron such as determined 
by the static reactor eigenvalue equation. 
 
Fig. 10. Radial dependency of the fission heating density. 
 
Fig. 11. Energy group fluxes averaged over the entire core, the inner and the outer core rings. 
 
Fig. 12. Microscopic fission rates of fuel isotopes per fusion neutron. 
 
Fig. 13. Neutron energy current through the inner surface of the first wall and DPA-rate in its 
outer ring. 
 
Fig. 14. Contributions from different neutron sets to the DPA-rate in the outer ring of the first 
wall. 
 
Fig. 15. Macroscopic DPA-rate produced in the first wall of the “analog” hybrid by fission 
neutrons and by all sets of neutrons at BOC and at EOC. 
 
Fig. 16. Number of DPA accumulated during a cycle of 311 EFPDs in the first wall of the 
“analog” hybrid. 
 



 
 
 

Parameter Definition Calculation result 
MS Average number of neutrons created by fission 

reactions per fusion source neutron 
23.64 

Nfis Average number of fission reactions per fusion source  
neutron 

7.998 

  Average number of neutrons emitted per fission 
reaction 

2.956 

Nn,2n Average number of n,2n-reactions per fusion source  
neutron 

0.685 

hfis Average fission energy (MeV) deposited in the core 
per fusion source neutron 

15131% 

htot Average total energy (MeV) released by any 
exothermic nuclear reaction in the system per fusion 
source neutron 

15691% 

TBR Tritium breeding ratio which is the average number of 
tritium nuclei created per source neutron 

2.951% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Pfis=3 GWth Pfis=1.5 GWth 
 keff Pfus (MW) keff Pfus (MW) 
BOC 0.95 35 0.95 18 
EOC 0.90 74 0.925 27 
BOC 0.97 21 0.97 11 
EOC 0.92 58 0.945 20 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1 
Calculation results of integral parameters 

Table 2 
Fusion powers required for different mirror hybrid options 


